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TRIPFUSER has recognised
that with the rapid increase of
travellers seeking personalised
travel experiences, agents are
facing the challenge of providing
high-quality custom travel
solutions around their clients
every need and fast.
Understanding the increased
need for agents to connect
directly with in-destination local
suppliers, Tripfuser has purposebuilt an easy to use digital travel
platform that does just that.
The platform allows agents
to have quick and easy
insider access to unique local
experiences, the best sights,
activities, accommodations and
restaurants at the click of a button.

Access to quality suppliers Dedicated agent support
TRIPFUSER’S trusted local
supplier network is growing, with
the company now having over
220 local suppliers in more than
50 countries worldwide.
The best in their class, these
in-destination local suppliers
are handpicked and individually
vetted to ensure they provide
high quality, custom experiences.
One example is Roberta, a
passionate, licensed Tripfuser
local supplier in Italy and an
experienced travel industry
professional.
Roberta is a passionate foodie
and sommelier and her services
are sought after by agents from
far and wide looking for wine and

gastronomic itineraries.
Local suppliers, like Roberta,
are dedicated to showcasing and
sharing their country and take
pride in helping agents design
unique travel experiences for
their clients.
This Tripfuser service ensures
agents can design custom trips
around group size, price point,
destination, accommodation
type, activities, pace of travel,
level of guidance and more.
Whether it is a three-week
trip cycling through the heart of
Vietnam, a long weekend away in
Venice or a Greek Island birthday
celebration for 30 people, the
solution is easily accessible.

ACCORDING to agents, speed
of service is essential.
Tripfuser has been told by
agents that they can’t afford to
keep a client waiting five to seven
days for a quote anymore; they’ll
have moved on and booked
elsewhere.
For this reason, Tripfuser has
made sure that their service
supports rapid tailored travel
planning through its industryleading three-way chat function.
The company has now also
introduced a dedicated agent
support channel, called the
Travel Concierge.
Available 24 hours a day, five
days a week, the Travel Concierge

supports agents around the clock,
making tailored travel possible for
all of their clients from planning
right through to travelling.
Not only that, Tripfuser’s
tailored trip itineraries are
typically being delivered to travel
agents within 24-48 hours of the
enquiry being submitted.
The company has told agents
not to be surprised if the quote
they requested is sitting in their
inbox when you get to work the
next day.
Tripfuser is encouraging agents
to let them help solve their
tailored travel enquiries.
To get started today, join the
Tripfuser platform HERE.
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